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SUMMARY.
This investigation was carried out by the Aerodynamic Staff of the NationaI Advisory
l
Gommittee for Aeronautics for the purpose of studyiug experimentally the longgtudimd dynamic
stabiIity of airpkmes in fight. The airplanes selected for this purpose were a standard rigged
VIZ-7 advanced-trai.ningg airplane and a JJI~h with special tail surfaces. The airpkmes were
caused to osciIIate by means of the elevator, then the longitudiuaI control was either locked
or kept free vdde the oscilkiion died out. The ma=gmitude of the osc.ilktion was recorded ..
either by a Lwograph or an airspeed meter. The results show that the engine speed has as
much efiech on the period and damping as the airspeed, and that, contrary to theory as devel-
oped for small oscillations, the damping decreased at the higher airspeeds with closed throt tie.
3NTRODIJCTION.
The theory of small oscillations was applied to the study of airplane stability first by Bryan
and later it was ampLi6ed by Bairstow, Wilson, and others. Altogether, there has been a great
deal of mathematic.al talent spent on this interesting probkm, but, rather strangely, it has
never seemed to occur to anyone to make a systematic study of the dynamic stability in actual
fright. This is due probab~y to the fact that the practical man has nemr considered dynamic
stability very seriously. It was therefore thought that a more or less complete experimental
investigation of dynamic stability -would be of co~Giderable interest and value in confirm@
or showing the Limitations of the theory and in giving the designer actual data on the importance
of considering dynamic stability in the layout of an a.irpkme.
METHODS AND APPARATUS.
The FE–7 airphme used in these tests was standard in every way (Fig. 1) excepting thai
it carried slightly Iess load than normally. This airplane was selected for these tests principally
because of its almost ideal st afic stability, which allowed the taking of oscillation records over
nearly the whole speed range. The other airplane available was a JN@, and, due to the fact
that it. had little or no static stability, it was found necessary to construct a new tail surface
with a higher aspec~ ratio (Fig. 2). This tail fuMIled alI expectations and ga-i-e excelIent static
stability o-rer the whole flw@ngrange.
The longitudinal radms of gyration was measured experimentfly on both of these air-
planes, as this factor is an important one in the longtitudinaI oscillations. The measurements
were made in the usual way by supporttig the airpkme in the hangar on a pivot., first. a short
distance abo-re the center of gravity and, second: a large distance from the center of gravity
and determining the period of the free oscillations in each case. From these figures the radius
of gyration can be readily computed.1 It wiH be noticed that the radius of gyration for the
JN@ is considerably larger than for the EE–7, and this is mainly due to the longer fuselage
and the much heavier tail surfaces on the former machine. The import ant characteristics of
~Aeronautics, by Wilsm.
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FIG. I.-Standard VE-7 adwnced trairrlng airplane
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I?IG.2.Gtaudard JNti a&plsrle WIih a Sptialthick horism.tal taiI.
Athe airplanes used,
TabIe 1 below:
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together with the changes tlmt were made upon
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them, are summarized in
,,!
The static stabdity of these two airpkmes with
both free and Iocked controk are given in F@res 3
and 4 for reference.
The instruments used in this test were the
N. A. C..L. k.ymograph a~d recording airspeed meter,
the Iatter of which is described in N. A. C.A.. Tech-
nical Note No. 64. On alI of the first runs the
oscillation was recorded by means of a Iqjznograph,
but later OR the recording airspeed meter was de-
-reIoped arid after repeated trials =ivasfound to give
the same period and damping as the kymograph,
when they were both used sirmdt aneousIj-.&
the airspeed meter had the advantage that it could
be used on cloudy or hazy days it was employed
almost entireIy in the Iater tests.
A number of methods were experimented with
for starting an oscilktion, but it was found that a
very short time after the start the oscihtions
produced by any means were tie same. The
method used in aLI of the task was &he folIowing:
If the controls were free, the throttle was adjusted
to the proper position to obtain the desired
equilibrium airspeed, the nose was pulled Up to a FIG. S.—stitiestabiLitv d Jma. tith thick M. stabiIfser at
St W and then the controls were released and the
t L,iii t I t iiii[mi
Fm. 4.—StatiCstabiity(approx.) of T’E-iwithfreecontrok.
—1.5”,175” stagger &ud’C. ~- coefficient .&.
airphe allowed to oscillate of itself; if the
controIs were locked, a special damp was
applied to the stick so thak it could be heId
ati the required positiom to gi-re the desired
equilibrium speed; the stick was pulled
back until a IOTVspeed was obtained, then
it TVaSimmediately pushed forward against
the stop into its oriatial position and the
airpIane was allowed to osciUate as before.
In some cases where the airspeed at equi-
librium was very close to the stalling point
the nose of the airpIane -ivassimply puIIed
up to a large angle and then allowed to
falI and start the oscfiatiom During a
Iong oscillation it was usually necessary
to use the rudder and aileron slightly to
keep a straight course, but arrangements were made so that these movements could no~ in-any
way affect the longitudinal co~troI.
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All of the airspeeds given in his report were corrected for density and are therefore true
speeds. Corrections for installation and instrumentitl errors were also made,
The records obtained. from the instruments were all plotted against a time base z witl>
either angle of inclination of airspeed as ordinates. The resulting curve in most cases approxi-
mated a damped sine curve, from which the average period and damping wexc measured. Ii
was noticed on a number of records that the period and damping varied with the amplitude, in
which case the average value was recorded. It was also fioted especially on the records from
the JNIL that, due perhaps to small bumps, msm3’ of the records were somewhat irregular;
and therefore the periods and damping were measured with some diflicultyl which accounts in
a large part for the rather wide grouping of the points in many of the curves.
RESULTS.
In Figure 5 there is reproduced a typica~ record taken with the recording riirspeed meter
on a VE--7. It will be noticed that the curve is very smooth and regular and that the periods
and damping can be accurately determined. In contrast to this a record is shown in I?iemre
6 taken on the JiV@ which shows irregularities which make the accurate determination of
the periods and damping difficult. These irregularities, while due in part to bumps in the air,
are mainly caused by some inhereutcharacteristicof the airplane, as many of the records
lib
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FIG. 5.—OSeilh3tiORof VE-7 with free FIG. 6.—OseiUation of JN4h with locked FIG. 7.—Oscillation of . FIG. 8.-0scille.ti0n of JN4ii.
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M.P.H.
obtained on the JN47L are more or lessirregularwhereas the majorityof thoseobtainedon the
VIW aresmooth. li l?igure7 there isshown a recordtaken on theJifT#Lwith closedthrottle
and at a rather high speed, and it is clearly evident that the damping is extremely small. This
particular record is sho!vn as it is quite in contradiction to the theory, which states that the
damping increases with airspeed. In Figure 8 is shown a curve taken on the JN.@L tO illus-
trate the phenomenon which was obser~ed in a fe\v_cases; that is, the breaking up of an oscilla-
tion into one-half the fundamental period. This characteristic is very interesting and should
receive more extended stud~’.
In other records it was noticed that an oscillation would damp rapidly down to a certain
small amplitude and then hold this amplitude until the end of the record. In other cases an
oscillation would damp down to a small amplitude and then start to increase. Such anomalous
records could not in general be repeated under the same conditions and were therefore not
included with the other data. It would be interesting, holvever, to gi-i-e this matter further
study.
Some of the oscillations, especially on the V-W7, covered a very large speed range--some-
times traveling between 30 and 120 M. P. H. ThO angle of pitch ranged through an angle of
60°, so that they could hardly be termed small osculations.
In order to obtain greater consistency the throttle was set at the values given on the curves
when the airspeed was 64 M. P. H. Of course, when the airspeed was changed from this the
engine speed would be slightly different. That is, if a point on the curve was labeled 90CIR. l?. M.
at 80 M. P. H., it would mean that the throttle had been set to 900 R. P. M. at 64M. P. H. and
then the speed was advanced to 80 M. P. H., with a slight increase in R. P. M, above 900.
.—
~h’.A.C.A. Teetilcal Note No. 117,
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In F~ure 9 there are plotted the periods and amplitude for the osciUa,tion of the VZW
with locked controIs. It will be seen that the period varies behveen 13 and 25 seconds from a
speed of 50 to 100 M. P. H. at 600 R. P. M., while at 1)400 R. P. M. the period is 60 per cent
greater. AU the curves are dightly convex upward. The maximum damping of 0.50 comes
at the I&hest airspeed and engine speed. At an engine speed, however} of 600 R. P. M. the
-.
damping is a maximum at 85 M. P. H. and decreases at &~her speeds. All of the damping curves
decrease very sharply at the lower speeds, but in no case was an actmd negative damping found.
It should be noticed that on this airplane the speed of the engine had quite a marked effect on
the damping.
The cnr-res of period and damping for the JN.@ are shown in F~ure 10 for conditions of
locked controls. The period on this airplane is affected by changes in airspeed and R. P. M.
to a much larger extent than they were on the V-E-7. For exampk, the period at 600 R. P. M.
varies from 8 seconds at 45 M. P. H. to 38 seconds at 70 M. P. H., while at 1,350 R. P. M. the
FIG. 9.—VE-7 with Iwked controls.
‘Airspeed in &f.RY1
FIG. 1O.—JN4IJwith hcked CGntrols,stabtisr at —3.57”and
C.G.mefficieatWI.
variation for the same range of airspeeds is 23 seconds to 70 seconds. This gives a range of
period of nearly 10 to 1, which is considerably more than wouId be expected in a single airplane.
It is ako noted that the curves are all slightly concave upward, but this maybe due entirely to
difficulty in drawing represeniati~e curves through the rather scattered points. The damping
on this airpIane is less affected by the propeIler speed than with the previous airplane, but on the
whole the da.mp~~ increases &uhtIy ati the h&h airspeeds but decreases sharply near thes talIing
speed, and one point of negative damping ~as obtained at 3 M. P. H. above stalhng. It will
be observed that the damping curves for 600 R. P. X. show a decrease a~ higher speed in the
same way as for the KE–7, which Iends confirmation to this rather unexpected condition.
The periods and damp~o of the oscillations on the VE–7 with free controls are shovm in
Figge 11. The period is seen to be practically constant at 29 seconds, and the reason for this
is that the effect of airspeed is just counterbalanced by the effect of change in propeller speed,
as can readily be seen by comparing with the periods obtained with locked controls. This has
been done in Table H below and the agrement is seen to be excellent.
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TABLE 11.
R, P. X. Airspeed.
‘ +’”
O;e~i~ded CoWmr~t#ed %
8er0#s. secO&.
1,m 70
1,m 83 29
1,LnXl 89 .E
7.54 94 ~ % 27
?he damping is a maximum of 0.70 at. 83 M. P. H. and falk to a wdue of 1.25 at 70 and 95
H., again showing that ihe damping decreases with an increase in airspeed above a certain
The free co~trol damping as computed froni the locked control curves is given in Table 111
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FiG. 11.—VE-7 with free contrris. Fm. 12.-JN4h with free controls.
below, but it wti be seen that the agreement with the observed ~a~ues is 1]{j~ aS god as it was for
the period.
I
IR. P. M.
1,m
1,m
1,033
7s
TABLE III.
–1
Obseryd
Airspeed. y;f~?
amplitude.
70 1.a.–
%3
89 :$
94 L 10
i_
—10.75
.75
1.cm
1.m
~. ’...
In Figure 12 are ShOWI ~hc frco control characteristics of tho oscillation of the JN.41L.
With the sttibilizer set tit – 3.57° with the wings and ]rith ILcenter of gra~ity coelhcient. ‘of
0,371, the period is seen to ~ar-y somewhat with the airspeed, reaching a maximum of 38 seconds
at 80 M. l?. H. and falling to 30 seconds at 91 M. P. l%. and 23 seconds at, 54 3f. l?, II. For
the more backward position of the c. g. and the more positive angles of the stabilizer [ho
period is less at low speeds bu~ increases more rapidly, giviug a masimum of 42 seconds ti[
75 M. 1?. H. The damping curves show a maximum value at about 60 M. P. H,, incrcasimg
rapidly at speeds below this and more slowly at higher speeds, The damping is seen to bc
some~+hat greater at dl speeds with a. more forward position of the center of gra-rity.
In Figure 13 is shown the effect on free control oscillations of the JAr#t of varying the
stabilizer angle while keeping the center of gravity in one position. The main effect of making
the stabilizer setting more negative is to deerease the period about 5 seconds for a change of
half a degree and to slightly decrease the. damping. On the whole, however, the changes in
general are so small for the vmious stabilizer settings that they wotdd lie welI within the ex-
perimenta~ error.
——
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CONCLTJSIONS.
It is interesting to compare the experimental results obtained in this investigation with
those predicted from theory. L’nfortunately, howe~er, no wind tund tests have been made
on exact modek of the airplanes used here. Therefore we must reIy upon tests on airplanes
as near like these as possible. In Figure 14 there is plotted the data on the periods and damp-
@ computed for thee. models, a Jf~T12,sa Clarks biplane, and a British machine 4 on which
data is not amilab~e. A point of interest, however, is that all of the computed v~ues for
these airplanes lie very close together for both damping and period; so that we may safely
assume &hat the wind-tunnel twts of exact models of the J.AT4hand FE-7 would give us com-
puted values of about the same order as those given here. On the same illustration with
these computed cur~es there are plotted for comparison curws obtained in flight on the JlY7-@
and YE-7 with the engine throttled in order that conditions between the model and fulI scale
t-
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FIG. 13.-JX~& with free mntroIs-C. G. -tied s71. FIG. 14.—LQZ=WICCZUtrOkat WOR. P. M.
tests may be as near alike as possible. The actual periods as determined on the JIN..h are
somewhat longer at I@h airspeeds than the theoretical curve whereas the period of the Vi37
is somewhat lower ah the higher airspeeds. At IO-Wspeeds, however, the various values check
up -rery well. The damp~~ of the J.X4h in flight shows that at the lower speeds the values
aamee ~ery weII with the theoretid cur~es but shows a tendency to increase at the higher
speeds, whereas theoretical curves uniformly decrease. The damping of the T-E-7 in flight
is quite markecUy less than for the other airplanes, which is probab~y due to its shorter fusel~~e
and smaller taiI surface.
Of all of the large number of records taken during this investigation, in only one case was
a negative damping found, and in that case it was not considered either dangerous or un-
comfortable by the pilot. We can probably conclude from this that dynamic instability occurs
only rarely, and when it does occur it is not at all dangerous. In fact, it. is far more dangerous
to have an airplane statically unstable than it is dynamically unstabIe. V7hiIe dynamic
stabiIity is interesting from a scientific point of ~iew, the designer may entirely disregard it
unless the airplane is such a radical departure from the usual practice as to make an investiga-
tion of this property advisable.
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